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JOHN DRYDEN
Personal Concerns
of the
Impersonal Poet
Cedfic D. Reverand II

aul Hammond opens his biography of Dryden by
commenting on a John Aubrey manuscript for his
lives, now in the Bodleian, where a page begins with
"John Dryden, Esq. Poet Laureate He will write it for me himselfe"
The rest of the page is blank. Hammond regards "the silence" as
"altogether appropriate," becauseDryden "eschewed autobiographical
revelation. There are many statements of his critical opinions, and
some of his political and religious beliefs, but it is rare to come across
any disclosure of what the twentieth century (with unacknowledged
irony) likes to call 'private life.'"' With the publication of both Ham
mond's brief but insightful biography, as well as the authoritative
biography byJames A. Winn, we now know as much about the specific
details of Dryden's life as we are ever likely to know, and yet, as Jayne
Lewis remarks, he still remains elusive, regarded as "a type and a kind,
an example and a representative,...more a poetic function than a

' Paul Hammond,DtydentAUteratyLife (Basingstoke: Macmillan, 1991), ix.
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person." This, she argues, is partially because his poetical characterwas
an invention of the nineteenth century, beginning with Edmond
Malone, then Scott, Saintsbury, and so on, with Dryden's "character"
serving the interests and reflecting the ideological needs of a different
age.^ And part of the problem, obviously, is that Dryden is a public
poet, serving at times as the official voice of his nation, speaking with
detached authority about political, religious, and social issues, speaking
to the community, on behalf of the community, rather than speaking
about himself He is not one to write a poem set in his cottage, with his
cradledinfant son slumbering next to him, reflecting on his childhood,
pent mid cloisters dim, abstrusely musing on nature and the urban life.
I wonder how many of those who are generally familiar with Dryden
are even aware of whether he had a scoi (he had three).
I would also suggest that one of the reasons we do not see the
personal elements in Dryden's poetry is becausewe simply do not look
for them.^ Whenever I teach Dryden's ode to Anne Killigrew, I put it
in the context of other elegies, and I ask students to find that point in
the poem where the speaker identifies with the person being mourned.
No problem at all in "Lycidas," even though, as a pastoral elegy, its
formality is offputting to contemporary students; Aat point occurs
when MUton reflects on the years he and Edward King spent in
Cambridge studying (or shepherding:

^ James AndetsonWma,John Dryden and His World (New Haven: Yale Univetsity Press, 1987).
The biographical information relied upon throughout this essay is derived from Winn's book.
Jayne Lewis, "The Type of a Kind; Or, The Lives of Dryden," Eighteenth-Century Life, 25
(2001): 3-18; the passages quoted above are from 4-5. As one of many examples demonstratthe elusiveness of Dryden's character, Lewis quotes Allan Lubbock, from 1925:"Reading
him, one is aware of the presence of a character solid as Dr. Johnson; but look for him, and
he is not there: the lines of the human figure dissolve, as you turn, into those of the literature
of his age" (9). Lewis points out that we not only lack "a coherent fiction of who Dryden
actually was" (4), but we also have to deal with him apparendy being something else; as
Samuel Johnson, who avoided the issue of personality in his own life of the poet famously put
it, Dryden "is always another and the same," which scarcely helps.
' Thomas H. Fujimura, writing before the Winn and Hammond biographies, was one of the
first scholars toemphasize theimportance of the personal element in Dryden's poetry, arguing
that our conception of Romantic poetry as self-revelatory led us to assume, incorrecdy, that
pre-Romantic poetry was necessarily impersonal. See Fujimura, "The Personal Element in
Dryden's Poetry," PMLA 89 (1974): 1007-23; "Dryden's Virgil: Translation as Autobiogra
phy," Studies in Philology 80 (1983): 67-83; and "'Autobiography' in Dryden's Later Work,"
Restoration 8 (1984): 17-29.
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Together both, ere the high Lawns appeared
Under the opening eyelids of the morn,
We drcwe afield, and both together heard
What time the Gray-fly winds her sultry horn. (25-28)'*
But when I ask students to find die same moment in the Killigrew ode,
I seldom get a correct answer. It occurs, of course, in the fourth stamsa:
O Gracious God! How far have we
Prophan'd thy Heav'nly Gift of Poesy.?
Made prostitute and profligate the Muse;
Debas'd to each obscene and impious use.
Whose Harmony was first ordain'd Above
For Tongues of Angels, and for Hymns of Love! (56-60)®
Having just converted to Catholicism, Dryden is lamenting his less
than noble Restoration plays, graphically described as "the steaming
Ordures of the Stage" (65). The real impetus behind the poem is the
example of the pure Anne Killigrew—"\i&cArethusanStt&amremains
unsoil'd" (68)—^whose heart was in the right place, whose poetry was
the kind of poetry a chagrined Dryden thinks he should have been
writing, a kind that he hopes to produce in the future Yet since he
makes no mention of his conversion and frames this confessional
passage in the first-person plural, as if the fault is a generic problem
rather than a private concern, and since he speaks generally of "the
stage" rather than of "my plays," this sounds like a comment from a
distant perspective, from somebody above the problem, looking back,
rather than from a real author, expressing guilt for writing imworthy
filth, hoping, as recent converts often do, for redemption and a clean
slate.
What I intend to do in this essay is to study an extremely common
Dryden metaphor, that of succession and inheritance, not in order to

^Milton's "Lycidas," from ]<ihn Milton: Compkte Poems and Major Pnst, ed. MerrittY Hughes
(Indianapolis: Bobbs-Merrill, 1957).
' The text used for quotations from Dryden's poetry and prose is that of The Works of John
Vryden (The California Dryden), ed. Edward Niles Hooker, H.T. Swedenberg, etal., 20 vols.
(Berkeley; University of California Press, 1955-2000), hereinafter referred to as Works.
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illuminate his poetry, which would be the usual approach, but rather to
illuminate
to ^ in that blank a little bit. When we encounter the
metaphor of lineal successicai in Absalom andAchitopbel (1681) and in
The Medall (1682), we are likely to regard it as simply a matter of
historical fact, an inescapable part of the Exclusion Crisis. Further
more, if we go back to the interruption of the monarchy at the
execution of Charles I, then the resumption of the monarchy with the
return of Charles II, or go forward to the ousting of James II and the
arrival of William of Orange, it would be fair to say that during
Dryden's lifetime, worrying about the problem of lineal succession was
something of an English obsession. But Dryden also turns to these
metaphors where historical circumstances do not invite him to do so
I should think the example that will most likely come to mind is Mac
Flecknoe (1676), which opens with Flecknoe debating how
To settle the succession of the State;
And pond'ring which of all his Sons was fit
To Reign, and wage immortal War with Wit (10-12)
and deciding that, of all his sons, Shadwell is worthiest, because this is
the son "who most resembles me" (14).® Obviously, this is an inversion
of Hue succession, a line of bad playwrights to whom Shadwell is the
appropriate heir, including "Father Flecknd^ and "Uncle Ogleby
(173—74). "Thou art my blood," Flecknoe declares, and then distin
guishes this family from the other line in which Shadwell "has no part"
(175), the family of good dramatists, including Etherege, Sedley, "Great
Fletcher^ and "greater Johnsod' (79-80). Knowing that the real Richard
Flecknoe claimed to be the artistic heir of Ben Jonson, Dryden man
ages to put him in his place, as it were, by reassigning him to the
Ogilby-Shirley-HeywDod family. And then to rub it in, he makes
Flecknoe himself argue vigorously for the merits of that assignment.
In Religio Laid (1682), there are no kings or kingdoms, real or
fictitious, no fathers and their would-be, or real, offspring, and thus no
reason to expect lineal descent or inheritance to be a motif. Now the

' In his preface to All for Love (first published in 1678), written not long iixet Mac Flecknoe
(1676), Dryden takes aim atRochester and calls him "this LegitimateSon of Stemhold' l^orks,
13:17). Same metaphor. Different bad poetic father.
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subject is "Sacnd TrutH' (455), and the issue is, who has access to it.
When revealed religion was at hand, there was no problem, because,
lilff the sun in the opening lines of the poem, the Christian truth was
bright and dear. But that was some time ago, and things have been
rltirlfpi- latdy. As Dryden works his way through the various religious
approaches, from andent pagan philosophers and Deists through do-ityourself enthusiasts, he r^es upon the metaphor of traveling, begin
ning with ''''lonely, maty, Jw«^n«^Travellers"(^, searching for religious
truth, trying to find tiieir "dot^tfuU way" (6), blindly groping (23) for
solid religious ground. We are now in a different poetic world, where
metaphors of succession or inheritance seem quite beside the point.
When Dryden gets to the Catholic Church, he shifts to a mercantile
metaphor. Having been responsible for handing down the Bible, the
Church has instead withhdd it; even worse, the "gainfuU" (371) dergy
has presumed to substitute its own interpretation for the word itself,
parceling out "the Bible by retaiV (ill), in effect selling the "Poor
Ijcymri' (381) what they already own, so that "God& Word they had
not, but the Priests\h&y had" (382). Dryden next turns the Church into
a crooked lawyer using legal tricks to keep thepeople's largess from the
people, until at last the dupes discover they have been cheated of their
rightful property:
Yet, whate'er false Conveyances they [mother church] made.
The lumyer still was certain to be paid....
At last, a knowing Age began t' enquire
If th^ the Pook, or Thatdi.6.
inspire:
And, makmg narrower search they found, tho late.
That what they thought the Priesfs, was T,6«rEstate:
Taught by the 1P7//produc'd (the written Word)
How long they had been cheatedcya Record
Then every man who saw the Tide fair
Claim'd a Child's part, and put in for a Share (384-85, 388-95)
How does Dryden choose to frame the problem? By making the Bible
"the Present,""a Common Largessto Mankind^ (363-64), then likening
the dergy to lawyers who are Seating people out of their estate, which
is a continuation of the geographical metaphor: the estate that the
Catholics have seized is the ground, the property, toward which
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mankind has been blindly groping. The people who have been cheated
discover "the Willproduc'd^' at which point each "Claim'd a Child's
part," that is, each claimed his share of the inheritance. In a way, the
Catholic Church is like the Duke of Monmouth, attempting to
appropriate something to which he is not entitled, until things are
corrected and the inheritance finally goes to the rightful recipients.
Where we might not have expected it, Dryden somehow manages to
work his way gradually from traveling, to selling, to cheating, finally
toward an image of land being properly inherited.
Similarly, when Dryden is adapting material, and therefore
somewhat constrained by his sources, he can nonetheless find an
occasion to insert this metaphor, as he does at the end of his play
Amphittyon (1690).Jupiter, having impersonated Amphitryon in order
to seduce Amphitryon's wife, Alcmena, creates a comic dilemma.
When the real Amphitryon returns, how is he to deal with his wife,
who has been impregnated by somebody else, but who is technically
faithful, since she thought the somebody else was her own husband?
The way to resolve this touchy situation is to transcend the current
circumstances and move toward a new orders a strategy adopted by
both of Dryden's sources, Plautus and Moliere. In their plays, Jupiter
has a climactic speech announcing that the son to be bom of Alcmena
will be Hercules. For Plautus, this will result in a happy ending:
domestic harmony, love, and peace between Alcmena and Amphitryon,
as well as undying fame to their household. For Moliere, thbking on
a larger scale and in darker terms, Hercules wiU bring about a glorious
future, a thousand blessings, and Jupiter's endorsement, although it is
left ambiguous as to whether the divinely cuckolded Amphitryon will
reconcile himself to this conclusion. Dryden's version of Jupiter's
climactic speech has a distincdy Drydenian flavor.
Jupiter. From this auspdous Night, shall rise anHeit;
Great, like his Sire, and like his Mother, fair:
Wrongs to redress and Tyrants to disseize;
Bom for a World, that wants a Hercules.
Monsters, and Monster-men he shall ingage.
And toil, and struggle, through an Impious Age.
Peace to his Labours, shall at length succeed;
And murm'ring Men, unwilling to be freed,
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Shall be compell'd to Happiness, by need. (V413-21)
This is not so much a satisfying resolution as it is a condemnation of
an impious age that "wants a Hervu/ef and that has to be compelled
into happiness.^ Notice particularly that where both Dryden's sources
have Jupiter announcing the birth of a son, Dryden shifts that, ever so
slightly, to an "Heiii" which allows him to think in terms of displacing,
or disseizing, as he puts it, unworthy tyrants. After 1688, whenever
Dryden mentions tyrants, one can usually rely on him to have William
III in mind, all the more so in this case since he had depicted James II
as Hercules in Tbrenodia Augustalis (1685) and likened the birth of
James's son to the birth of Hercules in BritanniaV^ediviva (1688). When
Dryden at the end of Jupiter's speech gives us a faint hope of a peace
that, after "toil, and struggle" might "at length succeed," I cannot help
but think that he means succeed in both senses of the word, that the
world can achieve success only through proper succession.® The speech
that depicts a new order, depicting it in such a way as to make it seem
impossible, also suggests a restoration of a proper heir, divinely
sanctioned (actually announced by a divinity who then departs for the
heavens), and we are back to the issue, and the metaphor, at the heart
of Absalom and AchitophelisA The MedalL
Dryden's reliance on this metaphor—George McFadden describes
it as an o bsession—^has lo ng been acknowledged an d frequen tly
discussed, but it has been discussed as a political and historic^ issue,
a literary trope, a rhetorical strategy, a typological moti^ not as a

' James D. Garrison, in "Dryden and the Birth of Hercules," Studies in Pbi/olo^ 77 (1980):
180-201, compares all three endings, arguing that Dryden's is the darkest. Garrison also
mentions that Dryden's "severe conclusion" has "no parallel" that he knows of "in any
antecedent version of the play," but that the passage can be traced to "Pindar's laudatory
analogy between Chromius and Hercules in the first Nemean Ode" (184), which Garrison
quotes from Cowley's translation. In those lines, bothmonsters and the idea of slaying tyrants
appear (they do not appear in either Plautus or Moli&e). Significantiy for my argument, the
possible Cowley-Pindar source nowhere mentions heirs or succession, both of which are
Dryden's own inventions.
' The idea of succession appears elsewhere in the play as well, for example, when Jupiter tells
Alcmena that he is "A Lover that disdains a Lawful Title; / Such as of Monarchs to successive
Thrones" (11.84-85). Since succession is an issue, and Jupiter is a "base Usurper" (V.144), it
is possible to read the play as a satire directed against William III. Garrison points this out,
as does David Bywaters, in Dryden in PjmotuMnnary Enghnd(Berkeley: University of California
Press, 1991), 56-74.
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reliance possibly prompted by person^ concerns' Again, the personal
ity of Dryden, like the "we" in the Killigrew poem, remains hidden
somewhere in the background. If we look into that background,
however, I think we can get a glimpse of Dryden's character and
discover that he is not quite so confident as his visionary proclama
tions, his overt satirical attacks, his ma^sterialtone make him seen. On
the contrary, he can be self-conscious, oftentimes insecure, anxious,
and I think the primary reason that he keeps being pulled toward this
metaphor is because he is consistendy troubled, even preoccupied, by
a sense of familial responsibility; that the trope recurs so frequendy, in
so many contexts, reminds us that Dryden's problem dealing with this
issue remained with him throughout his life.
Consider this. Dryden was the firstborn child in his family. He had
ten sisters and three brothers, all of whom lived into adulthood,
extremely vinusual for the seventeenth century. As the firstborn, he was
the one sent to study with Richard Busby at Westminster School,
training ground for people like John Locke, Matthew Prior, Christo
pher Wren, and Robert Hooke. Dryden was the one sent to Trinity
College, Cambridge, as a King's Scholar, where the headmaster
happened to be an old friend and college classmate of Dryden's father
Erasmus. In 1663, Dryden married the daughter of an earl, rather
unusual for an untided author with a Puritan background, but this may
have been encouraged by the family, since both of Elizabeth Howard's
parents were distant relatives of Dryden. When he was begh^ning to set
up as a young writer in London, he was probably lodged in the house
of his brother-in-law. Sir Robert Howard, at this point a patron. By the
time he was appointed poet laureate, his status as firstborn was

' George McFadden, Dtyden: The Public Writer,1680-1685 (Princeton: Princeton University
Press,1978), 38-39. Michael McKeon, in "Historicizing>4iraii»/w<»«<Mcfe'A^Ar/," from TiirNof
Eighteenth Century: Theory, Politics, English Literature, ed. Felicity Nussbaum and Laura Brown
(New York; Methuen,1987), 23-40, gives a Marxist reading of the metaphor, looking at it in
Uteiary, religious, political, and socioeconomic terms. Perhaps the most extensive study of the
topic is that of Christopher Ricks, in Allusion to the Poets (Oxford: Oxford University Press,
2002), 9-42, where he discusses Dryden's relationship to his poetic fathers, as well as his
hopes for his successors,all in the context of studying influence, as well asanxiety of influence
(Bloom), and the burden of the past (Bate). McKeon does not consider any personal reasons
for Dryden's use of the metaphor, although Ricks, in passing, looks forward to Dryden's
patronage of his two sons. Ricks does not, however, look inward at Dryden's concerns for
Dryden.
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common knowledge, and those drafting the official account of his
appointment thought it worth noting that he was "eldest sonne of
Erasmus Dryden, of Tichmarsh in the county of Northampton, Es
quire.""' What happened to Dryden's thirteen siblings? We know that
nine of his sister^ and most likely the tenth as well, got married, and as
far as we can tell, none married above her station. As for Dryden's
three younger brothers, Erasmus (1638-1718) became a greengrocer,
Henry (1643-?) a goldsmith, who late in life emigrated toJamaica, and
James (1648-1691) a tobacconist, sufficientiy successful in that trade
to have invested in land in the colony of Maryland. Admittedly, one of
the reasons we are not inquisitive about Dryden's family circumstances
is because there is so little information available to us. We know the
trades of his three brothers as well as the names of their wives, but not
much beyond that; we only have vague notions, sometimes only
surnames, of the men his sisters married, and we do not know what
most of the husbands did, or how his sisters' lives unfolded." There
are also no extant letters to any of his siblings, and in the scant sixtyfive or so letters that survive, he only mentions one sister, and one
brother, once each, in passing.'^ Nor does Dryden ever foreground any
of this material by including father, brother, sisters, or siblings (or
cradled infant) in any of his poems. But if all this is foggy background
information for us,itwas certainly foreground information for Dryden.
As he considered his own life, with the inevitable comparison one
makes with one's siblings, he had to reali2e that he was being raised to
an entirely different social level. He was given every imaginable
opportunity, continuous support from his immediate fatnily as well as
distant relations, and he benefited from occasional string-pulling by
both his family and his family's influential connections. One has to
wonder what might have been going on in his mind when he set up as
Quoted by Winn (209) from the full account as given by Edmond Malone in the Criticaland
Miscettaueoys Prose Works of John Dryden (London: Gidell and Davies, 1800), 553-59.
" His sister Rose (1633—1710) married John Laughton, D.D., and Lucy (1635-? ) married
Stephen Wombwell, a London distiller; I believe those are the only brothers-in-law whose
occupations are knowa
" In Letter 64, Dryden says he "cou'd not see my Sister Rose by the way," and in Letter 70,
he says, "My Cousin Driden of Chesterton is in Town, & lodges with my Brother [Erasmus]
in Westminster." References to Dryden's letters use the text and letternumbering of TheLetters
of John Dryden; With LetUrsAddressed to Him, ed. Charles E. Ward (Durham; Duke University
Press, 1942).
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a young, university-bred gentiemanrpoet in London, while his three
brothers were presumably serving as apprentices to tradesmen
It would seem reasonable to think that, as firstborn son, he would
have a natural sympathy toward primogeniture, and one would have to
admit that the Exdusion Crisis threatened not only the monarchy, but
also the system whereby property passed from one generation to the
next, which meant that a firstborn son had everything to lose." But I
thinkit too simple to regard Dryden's endorsement of lineal succession
as a result of his being first bom and wanting to justify himself There
is much more to it than that. His whole family, and most of the
country gentry from Northamptonshire, had long histories of political
conservatism, which included respect for the established order, even if
one disagreed with those in power. Supporting the existing political
system was the best way of keeping property secure, and Dryden's
family owned a lot of property. One might add that if you happen to
be poet laureate^ and the liig in a casual conversation during a walk in
the Mall suggests a poem might be written to explain his side of the
case in the Exclusion Crisis, then taking the king's hint and roundly
endorsing the Stuart succession seems like the prudent thing to do,
also, the profitable thing to do, and we think Dryden received a
"present of a hundred broad pieces" for his loyal service." Even had
Dryden not been firstborn, I should think his conservative upbringing
and his role as poetic spokesman for king and country would have
resulted in the same support of the existing order and the legitimate
monarchical succession.
But I do think it fait to suggest that Dryden was self-conscious
about the advantages accruing to him because of his birth. In a classconscious society, where he was something of a social-climbing upstart,
being criticized by the Duke of Buckingham, the Earl of Rochester,

" The Exclusion Crisis and primogeniture issues aie discussed by both McFadden (239-43)
and Winn (346). Dryden's father, Erasmus, having died in 1654, Dryden inherited a modest
annual income from the Blakesley farm, which Winn puts at less than £100 per year (79). In
short, he did not have all that much to lose. Ridts also notes that this period witnessed "the
creation of strict settlement, designed to see that fathers do not ruin their estates before they
come into their children's hands" (22).
"According toWinn (364), who cites 'Reports oftht HistoricalManuscr^ts Comtmssion, X, iv, 175,
and Joseph Spence, Ohsermtiotu, Asucdotts, and Charactm of Books and Men, ed. by James M.
Osbom, 2 vols. (Oxford: Clarendon Press,1966), 1:28.
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and Sir Robert Howard, people who regarded writing poetry and plays
as activities appropriate to aristocrats, he was probably reminded of his
dass situation repeatedly, as he was whenever he contacted his
tradesmen brothers, all of whom lived and worked in London. Having
been singled out with what could reasonably be called great expecta
tions, Dryden probably felt all the more responsible for making
something of his advantages,which can explain why he relied upon this
imagery to work through his anxieties as the favored firstborn son.
We can see Dryden doing this early in his career; in his Essa^ of
Dramatick Poesie (written in 1665, published in 1667), where Neander
is wrestling with how modem playwrights are to proceed in the mid
1660s. The problem is not merely that of restarting the theatrical
business after the interregnum gap, but of competing with the
playwrights who held the stage in the last generation, playwrights who
still dominated the English theater; because with the reopening of the
playhouses, there came a tide of revivals. Spedfically, Dryden is talking
about Jonson, Fletcher, and Shakespeare;
We acknowledge them our Fathers in wit; but they have
ruin'd their Estates themselves before they came to their
childrens hands. There is scarce an Humour, a Character; or
any kind of Plot, which they have not us'd. All comes sullied
or wasted to us... .This therefore wiU be a good Argument to
us either not to write at all, or to attempt some other way.
{Works, 17:73)"
There is n othing remarkable about calling the last generation of
playwrights "our Fathers." Dryden called Chaucer the "father of
English poetry," andJohnson was to call Dryden the"father of English
criticism." The metaphor is commonplace. But the next part is more
unusual. Shifting to a geographical metaphor, Dryden worries about
the estate that the fathers have r\iined instead of passing it down to the

" Ricks cites this same passage, commenting that "the preoccupation in Dryden's criticism,
as in seventeenth-century life, is ratherwith succession,with primogeniture, with a biarien that
is a crown or a prophetic mantle which falls to you with or without a double portion of your
fetheris art" (1<^- Note that Dryden's preoccupation is not motivated by personal concerns,
but is rather a literary issue and part of a national trend.
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next generation. What are modem playwrights to do? Neander's
solution is to recommend rhymed heroic drama, because, as he says,
with every character and plot psed up, "this way of writing in Verse,
they have onely left free to us" (^orks, 17:73). Dryden not only
establishes a predictable literary succession, implying that he and his
peers are of the same blood as Shakespeare,Jonson, and Fletcher, but
he also seems troubled that he will be unable to match his "Fathers in
wit," that he will fail to measure up to his responsibilities as heir. We
have here a moment of doubt and hesitation. Rather than concede
failure, Dryden uses the image to sidestep the issue: he blames the
inheritance rather than the inheritors. How can the modem generation
be held responsible if the estate was used up before being passed along.
A few years earliei;in 1663, Dryden's The Wild Gallant'^2& performed
(published in 1669), and we can sense a similar uncertainty and lack of
confidence in his prologue, not unexpected, since this was Dryden's
first play. After asking two pedantic astronomers what the fortune of
the play is going to be—it flopped, by the way—^he petitions the
audience for protection:
Our Poet yet protection hopes from you.
But bribes you not with any thing that's new.
Nature is dd, which Poets imitate^
And for Wit, those that boast their own estate
Forget Fletcher zndi
before them went.
Their Elder Brothers, and that vasdy spent:
So much 'twill hardly be repak'd again. (41—47)
He is apologizing that the play lacks "any thing that's new," and as
soon as he implies that it is old-fashioned, he recognizes that he is
competing wiA the last generation, which triggers what is dearly
another version of the motif &om.<4« Esscty ofDramatick Poesie,Dryden
excuses his defidendes by claiming that the estate is exhausted, only
this time, Fletdier and Jonson are brothers rather than fathers. Again
the implication is that Dryden bdongs to a noble literary family, that
he therefore deserves certain privileges. But at the same time he uses
the metaphor to justify himself and attach himself to a noble lineage,
he also uses it to excuse himself by describing the older brothers as
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exhausting the resources at the expense of younger brothers.
Late^ in the 1690s, after he had lost the laureatesHp, Dryden
faced a much more troubling period in his careet Lacking an annual
pension, he was forced to return to the stage, only to suffer abusive
pamphlet attacks, occasional difficulties in getting his plays produced,
Isecause of their inevitable political innuendo, increased problems in
lining up patrons, because he now had to approach not just friends but
people of opposing political and religious stances and even onetime
enemies." Such frustrations pushed him into announcing his retire
ment from the stage, which he did in the prologue to his last play. Love
Triumphant
He might have indulged in a nostalgic leave-taking,
or a self-effadi^ plea for sympathy or applause. Instead,he designs his
prologue so that he can take swipes at everything from rowdy audi
ences to carping critics. He begins by suggesting that, like the lord
treasurer settling debts before retiring, "So now, this Poet, who
forsakes the Stage" (5) can settle his debts, although it is more like
settling the score. Having begun by speaking in terms of debentures
and warrants, Dryden shifts to a different kind of legal document, a
will:
He Dies, at least tous, and to the Stage,
And what he has, he leaves this Noble Age.
He leaves you first, all Pl^s of his Inditing,
The whole Estate wHch he has got by Writing. (34-37)
The joke,of course, is that this whole estate, everything he earned from
the stage, is paltry, because the noble age is less than noble. Dryden
elaborates on the metaphor, leaving his manners to drunken audiences
(43-44), leaving his silence to his critics as a sign of contempt (45-46),

" Dryden had also used this trope in Astrtua Redux (1660): "We thought our Sires, not with
their own content, / Had ere we came to age our Portion spent" (27-28). McFadden refers
to this couplet as "the first appearance of oneof Dryden's obsessive images," and goes on to
cite the passage quoted above &om An Essay ofDramatick Poesie as another instance (38-39).
" See Cedric D Reverand II, Dryden's Final Poetic Mode: The Fables (Philadelphia: University
of Pensylvania Press, 1988), 207-10, for a more detailed discussion of the problems late in
Dryden's career. His play Cleomeues, completed in October 1691, was delayed in production
for a year, thanks to its suspected political innuendo, but also thanks to Shadwell's
machinations.
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bequeathing a curse to Rymer for harshly criticizitig Shakespeare
(47_50), and finally, since the sum of what he leaves appears to be of
little value, he says:
Last, for the Fair, he wishes you may be.
From your dull Critiques, the Lampooners, free
Tho' he pretends no Legacy to leave you.
An Old Man may at least good wishes give you. (51-54)
The prologue lies somewhere between satiric raillery and bitter
complaint, "an Old Man" getting off some vengeful parting shots, and
some good wishes to the fair, but his disappointed hopes are still
couched in terms of an inheritance. The estate that was used up before
Neander could inherit it now seems to be an empty legacy, "no
Legacy," when Dryden the old man is finished with it.
In the same year he wrote the prologue to hove Triumphant,
Dryden also wrote 'To my Dear Friend Mr. Congreve" (1694), where
he reflects at greater length on the problems of his troubled careen'®
This time, however, he is not complaining and counterattaddng, but
rather working through his personal disappointments and compensat
ing for them by vesting his hopes in the younger author. After praising
Congreve as the embodiment of the best from authors of both the past
and present generations, Dryden turns to the issue of his own
relationship to Congreve. Sure enough, one of the main strands of
imagery from this point forward is that of lineage, succession, and
inheritance:
Oh that your Brows my Lawrel had sustain'd.
Well had I been Depos'd, if You had reign'd!
The Father had descended for the Son;
For only You are lineal to the Throne. (41-44)
As several scholars have observed, this situation, in which the worthy

" The prologue to Law Triumphant iai the Congreve poem were probably written within a
few months of one another, the prologue before mid January 1694, the poem to Congreve
before early November1693. See the commentary in vol.4 of ThePoems ofJohn Dtyden,ed. Paul
Hammond and David Hopkins (London: Longman, 2000), 326-28,336.
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poet names his successor, is MacFlecknoe turned right-side up, with the
same double imagery, of a father looking for a son to succeed him, and
of a monarch looking for somebody "lineal to the Throne" to reign
next.'' As the passage continues, we see Dryden connecting the poetic
succession with the royal succession:
Thus when the State one Edward did depose;
A Greater
in his room arose.
But now, not I, but Poetry is curs'd;
For Tom the Second reigns like Tom the first. (45—48)
There are two allusions here that need some e3q)laining. The first is
political: Edward II was deposedin favor of Edward III, who was both
a greater monarch, and the next in line to the throne. Thus, Dryden,
having been deposed as laureate would have willingly stepped aside in
favor of Congreve, the greater talent, who was also the proper
successor. The second allusion is literary. Dryden had two positions:
poet laureate and historiographer royal. His successor as laureate was
Thomas ShadweU, Tom the first; when Shadwell died in 1692, the
historiographer position went to Thomas Rymer, Tom the second,
another author with whom Dryden was constantly at war.Just as the
monarchy should have gone to the legitimate successor—from Edward
II to Edward III—so would Dryden gladly surrender his laureate to
Congreve. But instead, everything went a\wy: the nation selected the
wrong monarch, William III instead of James II, and appointed the
wrong poet laureate; Thomas Shadwell, as weU—^not just the wrong
laureate, but exactly the wrong laureate—and then the wrong
historiographer, Thomas Rymer We have the usual sidelong slash at
William III that Dryden coiild not resist making in his later poetry, and
we have the familiar analogical connections between poetry and
politics, but underneath everything is a relendess stress on lineal
succession. Next, in what amounts to a mini-elegy to himselfi Dryden

" I believe the first to describe the Congreve poem as another version of Mac Fkcknoe was
William Frost in his commentary to Works, 4:744,back in 1974. Line 53,"High on the Throne
of Wit," is a repeat of line 107 from Mac Fkcknoe, See also Jennifer Brady, "Dryden and
Congreve's Collaboration in The Double Dealer" from John Drytkn: Tercentenaty Essqjis,ed. Paul
Hammond and David Hopkins (Oxford: Clarendon Press, 2000), 113-39.
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turns his attention frotn the process of succession to the legacy that is
to be passed on. He calls upon Congreve to
Be kind to my Remains; and oh defend,
Against Your Judgement Your departed Friend!
Let not the Insulting Foe my Fame pursue;
But shade those Lawrels which descend to You. (72-75)
His remains are his ashes, his memory, his fame, and also his works,
"aU Plays of his Inditing" Q^ve Triumphant, 36), which he had formerly
agreed to leave to his unappreciative audiences. Incidentally, protecting
his remains is exactly what Congreve did by publishing a six-volume
edition of Dryden's dramatic works in 1717, the first important
posthumous e^tion of Dryden. The officiallaurel wreath has gone to
Shadwell (and then to Nahum Tate), but Dryden tries to salvage things
by bestowing his wreath, the true one, upon a more worthy successor.
In effect,he compensates for the disappointment in losing the laureate,
for his own failure to protect his inheritance, by employing the meta
phor of succession, by bestowing the honor he can no longer possess
to a younger playwright, and by assigning the responsibility of protect
ing his legacy to somebody else. The legacy he had trouble inheriting,
the legacy that seemed empty, is now a legacy that needs to be
protected.
Dryden also relies on these metaphors in more secure moments.
After his disappointments on the stage, he turned to translation,
producing, in a mere three years, his monumental translation of Virgil,
which was both a critical and financial success When the stewards of
the St. Cecilia's Day Feast petitioned Dryden for an ode (Alexander's
Feast, 1697), it confirmed a warm public accq)tance of his labors,
especially since he had last written an ode for that occasion in 1687,
before surrendering the kureateship, and since then had to watch as
lesserpoets, includingThomas Shadwell, were assigned the annual ode
Now nearly seventy, buoyed by his success, he embarked on one of his
longest works. Fables, Ancient and Modem (it is more than twice as long
as Paradise Losl), a work that gave him a chance to revisit some of his
favorite authors—it contains transktions of Chauce^ Homer, Ovid,
and Boccaccio It also gave him a chance to have the last word.There
are many places within these tales, including individual speeches by
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characters^ and even a "Poeta Loquitur," where we hear what sounds
like the voice of Dryden, but for now, I would concentrate on an
original poem he himself described as "A Memorial of my own
principles to all Posterity" (Letter 65), the poem to his kinsman, John
Dtiden of Chesterton. liLoveTriumphantcoriXsrasA a poeticversion of
his last will, this poem was to be his last testament. Cousin John
Dtiden is, literally, the perfect alter ego, what poet Dryden might have
been, and we can hear the beleaguered, frequendy iU, city poet
appreciating many things in his cousin's life that he knew he could
never obtain for himself including good health, peace of mind, and a
quiet retirement in the country. After much praise of his kinsman's
service as member of Parliament, serving king and country by resisting
William Ill's desire to maintain a standing army, Dryden ends his poem
by returning yet ag^n to the idea of lineage and succession:
O tme Descendent of a Patriot Line,
Who, while thou shar'st their Lustre, lend'st 'em thine.
Vouchsafe this Picture of thy Soul to see;
Tis so far Good, as it resembles thee. (195—98)
The patriot line, as he calls it, stretdies back to the "gen'rous Grandsire" (188), Erasmus Dryden, who proved his patriotism by stubbornly
resisting giving his king, Charles I, money, and who spent a brief time
in jail for that offense. What Dryden calls "noble Stubbornness
resisting Might" (185), supposedly for the sake of the country,
characterizes both the grandfather and cousin Driden, making them
both p atriots. But where does poet Dryden fit in ? As another
descendent of the patriot line, naturally:
Nor think the Kindred-Muses tby Disgrace;
A Poet is not born in eVry Race
Two of a House, few Ages can afford;
One to perform, another to record.
Praise-worthy Actions are by thee embrac'd;
And 'tis my Prais^ to make thy Praises last. (2)1-6)
The descent of patriotismis complete, not just because of the kinsman
who performs patriotic service, but also because of the poet who
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celebrates it and solidifies it. At weaker moments, the legacy had been
exhausted, empty, suspect, misdirected, but now it is a ridi family
legacy that the triumphant poet confidendy hands down to none other
th^ himself
I say "confidendy" because Dryden sounds confident, but
remember, he had been subject to perpetual attack, not just for his
poetry, but also for his morals and principles. I am not sure this is
confidence so much as it is an attempt to achieve and project confi
dence, prompted again by a sense of self-consciousness and famihal
responsibility (attempting to project confidence is one obvious strategy
for secioring it). I think it revealing that in setting about to write a
memorial to his principles, rather than argue on the basis of intrinsic
merit, he should have resorted to these metaphors. Was he consciously
aware of his own special burdens as firstborn son? I think we can infer
as much from an earlier passage in the poem where Dryden specifically
remarks on the oddity of his kinsman having an estate even though he
is only a second son:
Heav*n, who foresaw the Will, the Means has wrought.
And to the Second Son, a Blessing brought:
The First-begotten had his Father's Share;
But you, like Jacob, are Rebeccds Hek (40-43)^
While the first son, Robert Dryden, inherited his father's estate,
kinsman Dtiden, instead of being cut off, inherited property from his
mother, an act likened toJacob, with the help of his mother Rebecca,
seizing the inheritance from his elder brother Esau. Why would this be
somethingDrydennotices?! think becausethe responsibilities of being
firstborn were seldom far from his mind. When he finally claims that
by making praises last he is hving up to the familial tradition, do we
think it occurs to him that Erasmus the greengrocer, Henry the
goldsmith, and James the tobacconist are also descendants of the
patriot line? And what about Agnes, Rose, Mary, Lucy, Martha, Abigail,
Hestei; Hannah, Frances, and Elizabeth Dryden? I doubt Dryden by
this point in his career ever gave that a thought, largely because; aware
™ Winn, whodtes his passage,comments that Dryden nevergot along well with the firstborn,
his cousin Robert (503-4).
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of his family's heavy investment of hopes and resources in him, he
assumed the whole burden, as we can sense when we hear him
struggling to deal with his inherited responsibilities through these
metaphors. On those occasions when he works through the problem
successfully, the metaphor enables him to take all the credit for having
those family virtues himself for having lived up to his own and his
family's ej^ectations.
Dryden's need to justify his position, to explain to himself that he
merited all the privileges and advantages accorded to him merely for
being bom first, helps explain why we find him returning to the idea of
lineage and inheritance time and again, in tragedy, translation, satire,
memorial. Certainly, inheritance, primogeniture, tme succession,
literary fathers and tiieir sons, were all timely topics of the age, worthy
of exploration as literary devices. But they also can be vehicles for
personal expression from a poet we are accustomed to thinking of as
a pubic poet, practitioner of an impersonal mode. I would argue the
contrary. As we read Dryden on the state of drama, on the qualities of
bad poetry, on the nature of translation, on the problems of true
religion, on too merciful Charles II or the too warlike William III, we
should be alert to personal issues that Dryden cannot help but reflect
on, even as his poetry focuses primarily on public issues

